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looked at this populace, in whom the cat was entangled, with the more contemptuous irritation.
Clanricard, who had left his school in the rue Saint-Isaure half an hour earlier, was walking along in no hurry. When he reached the corner of the rue Clignancourt and the rue Custine, he noticed that people were looking in the direction of the boulevard Barb£s, and soon he heard the clattering of a troop of horse. He stopped.
A squadron of dragoons was riding up the rue Custine, coming from the crossing of the Chateau-Rouge. The horsemen, in field uniform, advanced in columns of four, with an officer at their head. In the horses' legs, in the rippling of their chests, in the sudden rude behaviour of bind quarters to right or left, in the way in which a man pulled at his bridle, and in the way in which the noise of iron on paving suddenly rang louder, there was a sense of compressed force, an overflowing of strength and mettle-someness, a thousand stresses packed in like springs in a sack.
The men were looking at the ears of their mounts, or at the back of the comrade in front of them. They paid no attention to the street. If they thought about it at all, it was for the pleasure they took in humiliating it, like fuddling themselves with red wine at the canteen.
Clanricard, to his astonishment, felt a kind of shudder of delight run through him. The skin of his face twitched and quivered. He started being alive with that kind of intensity which makes the whole substance of life become responsive, and the whole body of a living being enjoy itself.
He loved strength. He enjoyed strength. He experienced as a pleasure the contemptuous passing of that squadron through a street just wide enough to hold it, and the vague threat which it cajcried in some unknown direction.
He said to himself vaguely : <e They a±e afraid/* " They will be afeud."
They - who ?   Everybody - the enemy, the weak, those

